I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in digital video technologies over the last few years have revolutionized the world of home entertainment. Consumers tend to replace analog video devices with new digital video devices, as these latter are usually smaller, can store several hours of digital videos without requiring tapes, and are equipped with several innovative features like automatic commercial detection and skipping, remote video recorder programming, and timeshift to pause live TV programs.
Despite the increasing number of innovative features in digital video devices, the way to operate on recorded video material is basically the same of old analog VCRs: Play, Rewind and Fast-Forward have changed little (e.g., the speed of Fast-Forward and Rewind may go faster than the classic 2x or 4x available in analog VCR).
To make digital devices more and more appealing, different novel features have been proposed in literature: Divakaran et al. [1] propose to modify Fast-Forward and Rewind by overlaying a series of images sampled from the video in order to create a trail of information about upcoming scenes; Druker et al. [2] propose Smartskip, a mechanism that pops up a sequence of thumbnails of the content when the user presses 1 This work was partially supported by the italian M.I.U.R. under the MOMA initiative.
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Fast-Forward or Rewind, so that the user can interact with the device using thumbnails; Wittenburg et al. [3] propose to explode a sequence of images into a 3D trail in order to provide a spatial/temporal representation of the recorded video when the user presses Fast Forward.
An interesting feature for current digital video devices would be the play out of video material in a time-reduced way. For instance, this feature would automatically reduce a half a hour TV-News to 15 minutes, a 20 minutes video vacation to a 5 minutes video, or a 40 minutes TV show to 30 minutes. In essence, this feature would be similar to the audio feature currenlty offered by some cellphone operators, and by advanced digital audio players, that is the play out of audio material (e.g., voicemail messages, audiobooks) in a timereduced way.
The contribution of this paper is the proposal of Fast Play, a mechanism designed to play out videos in a time-reduced manner over digital video devices. The idea behind Fast Play is to use a general and simple audio/video analysis to understand the semantics meaning of the video. This analysis allows Fast Play to discard the video segments that less affect the overall semantics meaning of the video. As a result, Fast Play plays out a video as if it were shot in a shorter time, preserving the time evolving nature of the video, and playing out the time-reduced video with completely intelligible audio.
The audio/video analysis is set to be general and simple to compute, so as to apply Fast Play to different categories of video (e.g., TV show, TV news, movie, talk show, and sport), and to run Fast Play on devices with different computational power (e.g., palm, portable video player, set-to-box). In particular, Fast Play avoids the usage of complex low-level audio/video features analyses, which are heavy to compute and, furthermore, are proved not effective enough because they are inconsistent with human perception [4] . Conversely, Fast Play investigates sound loudness and video shot boundaries, as these features are simple to analyze, but nevertheless they give important clues on video semantics.
To evaluate Fast Play, we set up an experimental assessment where Fast Play is applied to different categories of video. We investigate both the temporal reduction and the play out quality of the videos produced by Fast Play. Results show that the achieved temporal reduction is remarkable (up to 40% of the original video), and also show that users appreciate the produced videos, which are considered concise, informative and enjoyable.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses proposals that produce time-reduced videos, and motivates the need for the Fast Play approach. Section III presents details of our Fast Play proposal. Section IV presents the evaluation of Fast Play through an experimental assessment. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we overview the main proposals given in literature concerning different approaches to deal with the problem of playing out a video in a shorter time.
A simple approach to produce a time-reduced video is to create a video by selecting a frame every N (e.g., every 2, 4, 8, 30, or 60 frames), and by displaying the frames at normal speed. This approach is very easy to implement, but it does not provide any audio information. Therefore, the resulting time-reduced videos are far from being considered enjoyable.
Another simple approach to the production of time-reduced videos is to speed up the video playback. For instance, the CueVideo system [5] provides a faster video playback of long and static video shots, and the mechanism in [6] increases the playback speed up to a factor of 2 with almost no audio pitch distortion. Although useful for some video contents (e.g., conference talks and classroom lectures), these techniques dramatically distort the temporal characteristics of the video sequence [7] , and produce poor results when applied to entertainment videos [8] .
A slightly different approach to the production of timereduced video is based on language understanding. For instance, the Informedia system [9] strives to identify, and to play only the semantically important video segments along with the semantically important audio keywords/phrases in the video sequence. Although well suited for speech-based videos (e.g., talk show and news program), this technique produces poor results when applied to videos that have soundtrack music, background noises, and several different voices (e.g., entertainment videos).
A more sophisticated approach to the production of timereduced video is based on the identification of the most and less important parts of a video. This technique, known as skimming technique, aims at retreiving semantics clues of the video by analyzing different aspects of the video like user behavior when watching a video (e.g., information stored in a log file), or low-level video features (e.g., [10] , [11] , [12] ). Using the retrieved semantics clues, a skimming technique usually discards the less important video segments from the informativeness point of view. It is worth noting that skimming techniques usually require heavy computational operations and are effective when applied to specific categories of videos, as they are usually designed to exploit the characteristics of narrow types of video. For instance, skimming techniques are effective for videos with additional information (e.g., [4] ), sport videos (e.g., [13] ), medical education video and TV news video (e.g., [14] ). Therefore, since skimming techniques that can be applied to generic videos and that can run on devices with limited computational power is missing, it is not realistic to think of an actual implementation of skimming techniques over current digital video devices.
Conversely, Fast Play is designed to be applied to different categories of video, and to run on devices with different computational power, with the goal of producing concise, informative, and enjoybale time-reduced videos.
III. FAST PLAY SCHEME
In this section we present details of Fast Play, a mechanism designed to play out videos in a time-reduced manner over consumer digital video devices with different computational resources.
Fast Play aims at producing informative, enjoyable, and concise videos, and is composed of two main phases, as depicted in Fig. 1: i To be as general as possible, Fast Play only analyses audio and video information (i.e., no additional information like close caption, subtitles, user information, or user behavior). In particular, Fast Play retrieves semantics clues from the analysis of video shot boundaries and of sound loudness. Although computationally simple this analysis extracts important semantics clues, as sound loudness essentially reflects aural saliency, and video shot boundaries bring important semantics information when combined with other semantics clues [4] .
The extracted semantics clues are of fundamental importance, as they allow the identification of portions of the video that can be dropped without affecting the general semantics meaning of the video too much. It is worth noting that the extracted semantics clues can be combined in different ways to identify the video segments that less affect the general semantics meaning of the video. Therefore, we design different heuristics (each one with a different combination of the retrieved semantics clues) with the goal of producing videos that are:
1. Concise: temporal length is reduced; 2. Informative: important semantics information are preserved, whereas less important are dropped; 3. Enjoyable: video is provided with intelligible audio and with continuous play out in order to increase the quality perception [15] .
In the following of this section, we present details of the steps used by Fast Play to produce time-reduced videos: Analysis preparation, analysis of the audio energy, and analysis of video shot boundaries for semantics clues extraction, and Fast Play heuristics for performing video understanding.
A. Analysis Preparation
The first step to retrieve video semantics clues is to extract basic video characteristics, like the number of video frames per second (fps), and the number of audio samples per second. These data are stored inside the header file, and hence are easily accessible. As shown in Fig Using this notation, the audio portion associated to a video frame f i is denoted with a i . 
B. Analysis of the Audio Energy
The second step to retrieve video semantics clues is the analysis of the audio stream. Different techniques may be used to extract semantics clues from audio data: from computationally intense speech analysis (useful in talk-based videos like documentaries, distance learning videos, and TV news), to simple techniques that look for a particular sound (e.g., in sport videos a referee whistle often indicates that an action is about to begin).
Fast Play uses a technique that analyses the sound loudness, being simple to compute and providing important semantics information [4] . In fact, sound loudness essentially reflects the aural saliency, and attracts humans attention (e.g., loud or sudden sounds attract, whereas low sound loudness do not catch human attention).
Since sound loudness is a subjective quantity (e.g., the same sound might be not perceived with the same loudness to all individuals), we measure a related objective metric: the sound energy. Sound energy investigation is simple to implement and has been widely used in literature (e.g. [16] ). However, even if sound loudness and sound energy are two different metrics, for the purpose of this paper it is safe to consider audio energy as a measure of sound loudness.
Fast Play computes the average audio energy of each audio frame a i , with the following formula:
where, N is the number of audio samples within the audio frame, and pcm i is the i-th audio sample of the considered audio frame. Note that since the number of audio samples per second may be considerable, a sub-sampling is usually employed (e.g., only one audio sample out of ten might be computed with acceptable results).
The average audio energy of an audio frame represents its loudness, no matter what is the source of the sound. In this way, Fast Play considers all the sounds at the same level of importance. In fact, for the purpose of this paper, all sounds (e.g., background noises, music, special audio effects, and speeches) give important semantics clues: for instance, a lion roar, a gun shot, or a police siren might be as informative as a character speech.
Once the average audio frame energy is computed, Fast Play checks if a human being can notice the audio frame or not. According to [4] , a human being can notice the play out of an audio frame only if the audio energy value is above a pre-computed threshold, or if, compared to the energy of the neighbor audio frames, there is a sudden increase or decrease of the loudness. In all the other cases, the play out of audio frames do not catch humans attention (in the following we will refer to non-noticeable audio frames as silent audio frames).
The analysis of audio energy is hence based on two thresholds: one determines the audio level noticeable by humans, the other determines the gap of the audio energy between neighbour frames that is considered sudden. Fast Play dynamically adapts the threshold for the audio level noticeable by humans using the approach proposed in [16] , whereas the threshold to identify sudden increase/decrease of the audio energy is set to a 20% difference in the average audio energy between two consecutive frames. Both thresholds have been proven to be effective through experiments.
To clarify the process of audio energy analysis, Fig. 3 shows a sequence of consecutive video frames, where the audio energy of all the frames from 353 to 360 is below the noticeable threshold. It is worth focusing on frame 356 and on frame 360: although these frames have similar audio energy, frame 360 is considered noticeable, whereas frame 353 is not. The reason why frame 360 is noticeable is due to a sudden increase of the sound energy between frames 360 and 361.
At the end of the audio energy analysis step, Fast Play has identified the set of silent audio frames (and implicitly a set of silent video frames, as an audio frame a i is associated to a video frame f i ). 
C. Analysis of Video Shot Boundaries
The third and final step to extract video semantics clues is the analysis of the video stream. Different aspects of visual data can be analyzed to extract semantics clues from video data: from computational intensive techniques like visual object recognition (used to find a particular multimedia object), to motion signal (used to detect dynamic scenes), to less intensive techniques like shot boundaries detection (used to detect scene changes or different camera view).
Fast Play extracts semantic clues using a non-intensive computational technique that looks for abrupt video shot boundaries (also known as video cuts), which convey more semantics clues than gradual transitions, especially when combined with other features (in our case the audio energy features).
Abrupt shot transitions can be detected with well-known techniques like histogram changes, edges extraction, or chromatic scaling. Fast Play uses a histogram-based technique that combines the luminance and the chrominances values. In particular, Fast Play, for each two consecutive video frames, computes the sum of the absolute differences between the bin values of the color histograms:
where M is the number of bins of the analyzed component (e.g., luminance or chrominance), h fi is the histogram of frame f i and h fi (j) represents the j-th bin of the histogram of frame f i . According to the YUV color model, we denote with d Y , d U and d V the histogram difference of the components Y, U and V respectively, and we combine them as follows (note that human vision is more sensitive to brightness than to colors):
where f i is i-th frame.
When the difference d YUV (f i ) is above a pre-defined threshold, the video frame f i is the initial frame of a video shot/segment, whereas f i-1 is the ending frame of the previous shot. It is worth noting that the selection of the threshold level is not critical as it is computed in terms of the maximum possible value of the color histogram difference [17] .
D. Fast Play Heuristics
Fast Play exploits the retrieved audio and video clues to perform video understanding, i.e., to identify (and to drop) the parts of the video that are less noticeable by users. Among the different possible ways to combine the retrieved semantics clues, Fast Play uses a set of heuristics to investigate what is the more suited way to combine them for the production of a concise, informative, and enjoyable time-reduced video. The heuristics we propose are the following:
DA (Drop All). The goal of this heuristic is video conciseness. DA produces the time-reduced video by simply removing all the silent video frames. It is to note that since complete portions of the video may be removed, DA penalizes video informativeness and enjoyableness.
D@2X (Drop at 2X). This heuristic gives priority to video conciseness, but informativeness and enjoyableness are also taken into consideration. D@2X produces the time-reduced video by removing a video frame every two in a sequence of silent video frames. The play out of the resulting video is likely to be more continuous and longer than the one obtained with the DA heuristic. With this policy, a user perceives the play out of a silent video sequence at a speed factor of two.
D@3X (Drop at 3X). This heuristic focuses on video conciseness. D@3X produces the time-reduced video by removing two frames every three in a sequence of silent video frames, causing the user to perceive the play out of a silent video sequence at a speed factor of three.
DNC (Drop Near Cut). The goal of this heuristic is video enjoyableness. DNC produces the time-reduced video by removing an entire sequence of silent video frames, if the sequence contains at least one abrupt video shot boundary. It is to note that informativeness and conciseness may be penalized because entire video segments may be dropped, if they contain a video cut. DNC@2X (Drop Near Cut at 2X). The goal of this heuristic is video informativeness. DNC@2X acts on silent video frames only: if the sequence contains an abrupt video shot boundary it applies a D@2X policy to the sequence.
To better understand the differences of the proposed heuristics, Fig. 4 shows whether a heuristic keeps or drops a video frame. All heuristics act on the same set of silent video frames, but DNC and DNC@2X also consider the results obtained from the video analysis (they act only if an abrupt video shot boundary is present in the sequence of silent video frames). For instance, the sequence of video frames between 229 and 232 does not contain an abrupt video shot boundary and hence only D@2X, D@3X, and DA act on this sequence. Conversely, the sequence between 235 and 238 contains an abrupt video shot boundary, and hence all the proposed heuristics act on this sequence. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT
In this section we evaluate Fast Play using a wide range of video categories (TV news, TV show, talk show, movie, and sport event). The goal is to investigate the temporal reduction and the play out quality perception of videos produced by Fast Play. To cover a wide experimental scenario, we evaluate Fast Play using speech based videos (TV news and talk show), high action videos (TV show and movie), and simple motion videos (TV shows, movie, and sport event). The analyzed videos are DiVX encoded at 25 frames per second, with one audio channel (44.100 audio samples per second), and with a video resolution that ranges from 640x340 (movies) to 352x288 (all the other videos). Note that, to simplify the audio energy computation, Fast Play computes audio energy considering one audio sample out of ten, as described in [16] . Table I shows results obtained by applying the different proposed heuristics to videos with different characteristics. For each video and for each heuristic, we report the original video length (in minutes:seconds), the produced video length, and their difference (i.e., reduction) in percentage. Fig. 5 summarizes the temporal length reduction (in percentage) for the analyzed video categories.
A. Temporal Length
We first observe results obtained by applying the heuristics DA, D@2X, and D@3X, which use only audio clues to identify the most important parts of a video. DA produces an average reduction of 40% for TV shows (with a minimum reduction of 26% and a maximum of 56%), an average reduction of 23% for TV news (with a minimum reduction of 19% and a maximum of 28%), an average reduction of 41% for sport videos (with a minimum reduction of 30% and a maximum of 51%), an average reduction of 18% for talk show videos (with a minimum reduction of 14% and a maximum of 22%), and an average reduction of 38% for movies (with a minimum reduction of 27% and a maximum of 46%). D@3X produces shorter videos than D@2X (29% vs. 22% for TV shows; 18.7% vs. 13.7% for TV news; 30.3% vs. 22.6% for sport videos; 14% vs. 10.3% for talk show videos; 27.6% vs. 21% for movies). DA produces shorter videos than D@2X and D@3X (this is not surprisingly since the heuristics act on the same video sequences and drop a different percentage of video frames). Secondly, we observe results obtained by applying DNC and DNC@2X, which act on video sequences located around an abrupt video shot boundary. DNC produces remarkable results for TV shows (an average temporal reduction of 13%, with the worst result obtained from producing Friends: a 5.3% reduction due to the high usage of music and laughing during scene transition), interesting results for sport videos (an average reduction of 8%) and for movies (5%). The average temporal reduction is quite low for TV news (4.5%) and very low for talk shows (2%). Similar results are obtained from applying DNC@2X. Since both TV news and talk shows are speech-based, it surprises to see the low performance results of DNC and DNC@2X. However, by carefully watching TV news and talk show videos, we observe that the percentage of silence is not very high, as people usually talk very fast, and try to talk each other down. Furthermore, the camera often changes subject while someone talks (especially to see the reaction on the face of other guests) and hence abrupt video shot boundaries are often associated with noticeable audio, denying DNC and DND@2X to discard video frames.
B. Video Quality Perception
In addition to temporal length reduction, play out quality perception is another fundamental aspect for the suitability of a technique when applied to a video stream. The evaluation of the video play out quality perception can be done either with an objective or subjective method: the former is based on mathematical calculations, whereas the latter is based on tests performed by an audience. Unfortunately, as shown in [18] , neither objective nor subjective tests alone give a well-defined evaluation about the video quality and hence we use both approaches to get a reliable evaluation result.
1) Objective Evaluation
In literature, different objective video quality tests have been proposed: PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne) [19] , SDM (Structural Distortion Method) [20] , just to name a few. Unfortunately, these techniques cannot be used to evaluate the video produced by Fast Play. In fact, these techniques compare same-length videos by investigating the quality degradation of the same frame in two different videos (the frame k of the original video is compared with the correspondent k-frame of the modified video). Since we are dealing with videos that have different lengths, it is very likely that frame k of the original video is different from frame k of the produced video. For this reason, we investigate the video quality through a jerkiness perception investigation.
The goal the jerkiness perception investigation is to find out whether a user perceives the video play out as a continuous motion, or as a sequence of distinct snapshots. In fact, although motion pictures are made of still images, the central nervous system interprets the sequence of still images as continuous motion if there is sufficient continuity (i.e., images are similar) between consecutive images, and if the sequence is shown fast enough. If there is no sufficient continuity between consecutive images, our central nervous system perceives a play out discontinuity.
To analyze the jerkiness perception, we measure the average length of a video shot as follows:
where N is the number of frames that composes the entire video and VC is the number of abrupt video shot boundaries, computed as described in Section III-C. The more VSEQ avg is similar to the one of the original video, the more the jerkiness perception is not affected by the applied heuristic technique. Table II shows details of results obtained by applying the heuristics to several video streams. We report the average length of a video shot of the original video, the average length of a video shot of the produced video stream, and their difference (in percentage). Fig. 6 summarizes the results with respect to the analyzed video categories. A first observation is that there are positive and negative values: positive values mean that the video shot length increased, whereas negative values mean that the video shot length decreased. The jerkiness perception is negatively affected by negative values (the shorter the shot is the worse for the neural system is, as the video is perceived as a sequence of still images). From observing the results, DNC and DNC@2X affect the jerkiness less (in some cases, they remove some video boundaries, causing the video shot length to be longer). Hence, from the point of view of quality perception, DNC and DNC@2X have to be preferred. With respect to the other heuristics, DA, D@2X, and D@3X perform similarly for sports and TV news, whereas a little difference can be observed for talk show videos. 
2) Subjective Evaluation: Mean Opinion Score
To perform a subjective quality test, International Telecommunication Union (ITU) developed the standard recommendation BT.500-11, which regulates different aspects of the test (e.g., general viewing conditions) for evaluating the quality of television pictures. Although developed for a different aim, we use this recommendation to evaluate Fast Play. In particular, the perception quality investigation is done following the DSIS method (Double Stimulus Impairment Scale).
DSIS requires to show to evaluators a sequence composed of: 10 seconds of the original video, 3 seconds of gray video, 10 seconds of the modified video (in our case one of the produced videos), and 5-11 seconds of gray video (used by the viewer to score the video quality). The test continues showing different modified videos in a random order that the viewer scores after each clip.
The Fast Play evaluation set up involves a group of 30 people with different ages (from 24 to 35) and with different skills (undergrad, graduated, or with Ph.D.). The evaluation goal is to score the informativeness and the video enjoyableness using a scale from 1 to 5 (1=bad, 2=poor, 3=fair, 4=good, 5=excellent). For any original video, each viewer has to score five different video sequences. Each test sequence contains 60 seconds of the original video, the gray video, the time-reduced version produced with one of the heuristics, and then the gray video again. Since the sequences selected for testing have a great influence on the results, we randomly chose the beginning time of the 60 seconds test sequence. Note that, we slightly modified the DSIS reccomandation. In fact, since in a 10 seconds video sequence it may happen that none of the proposed heuristics can be activated, we consider video sequences long enough to show the effects of any heuristics (through experiments we notice that a sequence of 60 seconds is sufficient to show the effects of any heuristic). Videos are displayed on a 15 inches monitor.
In total we collected 30 votes for each video. Results presented a negligible statistical difference and hence we show the average value for each video and for each heuristic in Table III . Note that cells with gray background highlight positive score from the user point of view (i.e., score 3.5). DNC and DNC@2X produce videos with acceptable quality for all video categories. The quality of TV news and talk show videos is acceptable regardless of the heuristic used. D@2X produces acceptable results for almost all tested video sequences. DA and D@3X are acceptable only for TV news and talk show videos.
3) Summary of Results
Results obtained from evaluating Fast Play show that the DA policy has to be preferred from the conciseness point of view, whereas DNC and DNC@2X have to be preferred from the enjoyableness point of view. By analyzing the subjective evaluation, the DA policy is well suited for TV news and talk shows (higher temporal reduction, but comparable video quality perception), whereas D@2X should be used for TV shows and video sports. DNC is best suited for movies. Examples of time-reduced videos can be found at http://www.mfn.unipmn.it/ furini/fastplay/
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented Fast Play, a mechanism designed to provide a novel feature to digital video devices. The feature is a hybrid between the classic Play and Fast Forward service, and provides the play out of a video in a time-reduced manner. Fast Play is provided with two main properties: i) computationally simple so as to run on a broad range of devices (e.g., from simple, and computational limited portable 
